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Poste d - 01/02/2007 : 21:51:33

I read in DWD that after treatment when Dusty's hair
started to grow back in, it was silver and she had wanted to 'go out a
blonde'. I'm wondering when she started going gray?
Renge

Tim
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Poste d - 02/02/2007 : 10:47:39

Hi Renge
Dusty dyed her hair for most her life, if not all of it - so probably only she or
her hairdressers would be able to tell you that.
I think she left it grey for AVFL's promotion in 1995. According to DWD
anyway.
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Also, and I'm sorry about this Mads

, but don't redheads tend to lose the

colour in their hair quite early? Just something a redhead once said to me
Carole x
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I have a redhead friend who just turned 50 and she's not grey and doesn't
color her hair. But perhaps she's an exception to the rule.
"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on."
~Roll Away
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Redhead checking in.

I'm 60 and only have a tad of pure white around the

temples. Redheads usual skip the gray phase and go to pure white later in
life.
Love,
Ro The Red
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Lucky you. Gray runs early in my family ('and so does the bottle' as my
grandmother used to say. She meant dye but I thought she meant hootch
which is a whole other story :) My cousins were visibly gray in their teens.
Thanks for the insight.
Renge
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allherfaces-your friend,Ro and me can all thank our lucky stars (thats
another thread)-we dont have to mess about colouring but I have started
plucking out the white so I might be bald by the end of the year when I hit
50 . Does the hairdresser from Borehamwood, was it Debbie? keep in touch
with Dusty fans?. She sounds like she must have been a true friend.

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 04:06:24

Yeah I've heard redheads go grey early, but Ro's right...we dont fade We go straight from red to white - no pink!
we're too cool for that haha

Love&&more love
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Aw pinks cool tho!

.Divine.Dusty.
Sunny, yesterday my life was filled with rain
Sunny, you smiled at me and really eased the pain
Australia
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